
Christman Finds Victory Lane at Lancaster

By: Steven Petty


LANCASTER, NY (June 4, 2022) … The anticipated 2022 stock car 
season opener at Lancaster Motorplex took place Saturday with 
beautiful weather to usher in the new era of speedway ownership at 
the historic ½-mile.


Garrett Zacharias and Tommy Krawczyk led the NYSS to the green 
flag for their 50-lap feature with Zacharias leading. Jimmy 
Steffenhagen battled with Krawczyk and would take over second 
place on lap two. As the field went single file at the race’s 1/5th mark, 
Ryan Lagoda would bring out the first caution of the event after 
suffering a flat right-front tire on lap 11. Once the field got going, 
Zacharias and Steffenhagen would start to pull away from the field, as 
Brian Hallett, Jake Christman, and Tommy Krawczyk raced in the top 
five. Steffenhagen would use the inside line to take the lead away on 
lap 28 after passing Zacharias in turn one. The leaders would 
encounter lap traffic with 20 laps remaining, allowing Zacharias to 
close right back on Steffenhagen for the lead. Nate Peckham slowed 
in turn two to bring out the caution on lap 34. Brian Hallett would 
pass Zacharias off the restart to take over second place, as 
Steffenhagen showed the way. Zacharias would regain the runner-up 
position on lap 37 and would go after Steffenhagen for the lead. Jake 
Christman would take over third place with seven laps remaining. 
Steffenhagen would spin on the back straightaway on lap 45 after 
contact by Zacharias. With the top two involved in the caution, that 
would put Pennsylvania driver Jake Christman in the lead with Hallett 
now in second. Krawczyk would battle with Hallett and would take 
over the second position with three laps remaining. Christman would 
hold off Krawczyk and Jacob Gustafson to score the feature win. 

pass Welshans for second on lap.


New York Super Stocks: JAKE CHRISTMAN, Tommy Krawczyk, 
Jacob Gustafson, Brian Hallett, Josh Hunter, Jason Duke, Jason 
Duke Sr, Cole Hicks, Garrett Zacharias, Jimmy Steffenhagen, Paul 
Godby, Brandon Oltra, Dave Bailey, Tim Faro, Nate Peckham, Matt 
Druar, Andy Cocilova, Ryan Lagoda




Qualifying Heats: Ryan Lagoda, Garrett Zacharias, Nate Peckham


Special thanks to series sponsor Big Time Service for sponsorship of 
the $150 hard charger which was awarded to the 09 driven by Josh 
Hunter!
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